Major Exploration Academy: Has my Attitude Changed?

Name: _____________________
TU ID: _____________________
Date: ______________________

What has changed?

In your first meeting of the major exploration academy you went through the list of Temple majors and identified the ones that interested you or that you wanted to learn more about. Since that time, you have gone through a number of activities and resources that have helped you to learn more about those majors that originally caught your eye. Perhaps those activities and resources validated your interest in that major, or perhaps you learned you were better suited for something else. I want you to think about any changes in your attitude towards Temple’s majors since you started this process.

Are there any majors that you thought you were interested in and now realize you are not? If so, why?

Are there any majors that you have discovered would be good for you that you were not originally considering?

What factors played the largest roll in changing any of your original perceptions?

Did you learn anything new about your abilities, interests, values, or beliefs that you did not realize before? If so, how did discovering these things about yourself influence some of your major decisions?